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Abstract

Background: Improvement of the cochlear implant (CI) front-end signal acquisition
is needed to increase speech recognition in noisy environments. To suppress the
directional noise, we introduce a speech-enhancement algorithm based on
microphone array beamforming and spectral estimation. The experimental results
indicate that this method is robust to directional mobile noise and strongly
enhances the desired speech, thereby improving the performance of CI devices in a
noisy environment.

Methods: The spectrum estimation and the array beamforming methods were
combined to suppress the ambient noise. The directivity coefficient was estimated in
the noise-only intervals, and was updated to fit for the mobile noise.

Results: The proposed algorithm was realized in the CI speech strategy. For actual
parameters, we use Maxflat filter to obtain fractional sampling points and cepstrum
method to differentiate the desired speech frame and the noise frame. The
broadband adjustment coefficients were added to compensate the energy loss in
the low frequency band.

Discussions: The approximation of the directivity coefficient is tested and the errors
are discussed. We also analyze the algorithm constraint for noise estimation and
distortion in CI processing. The performance of the proposed algorithm is analyzed
and further be compared with other prevalent methods.

Conclusions: The hardware platform was constructed for the experiments. The
speech-enhancement results showed that our algorithm can suppresses the
non-stationary noise with high SNR. Excellent performance of the proposed
algorithm was obtained in the speech enhancement experiments and mobile
testing. And signal distortion results indicate that this algorithm is robust with high
SNR improvement and low speech distortion.
Background
The clinical cochlear implant (CI) has good speech recognition under quiet conditions,

but noticeably poor recognition under noisy conditions [1]. For 50% sentence under-

standing [2,3], the required signal to noise ratio (SNR) is between 5 and 15 dB for CI

recipients, but only −10 dB for normal listeners. The SNR in the typical daily environ-

ment is about 5–10 dB, which results in <50% sentence recognition for CI users in a

normal noise environment.
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Most previous studies on recognition improvement have focused on the coding strat-

egy, design of the electrode array, and stimulation adjustment of pitch recognition, as

well as on the virtual electrode technique [4,5] and optical CIs [6]. More recent efforts

have focused on the microphone array technique [7,8]. This array beamforming method

promises to be more effective for situations in which the desired voice and ambient

noise originate from different directions, the usual work environment for CI devices.

Speech-enhancement methods include single- and multichannel techniques. Spectral

estimation methods are the most widely used single-channel techniques. Typical single-

channel approaches, such as the spectral subtraction [9,10], Wiener filtering [11], and

subspace approach [12], are based on estimations of the power spectrum or higher-

order spectrum, assume the noise to be stationary, and use the noise spectrum in the

nonspeech frame to estimate the speech-frame noise spectrum. Algorithm performance

sharply weakens when the noise is non-stationary, or under typical situations with

music or ambient speech noise.

The microphone array technique considers the signal orientation information and fo-

cuses on directional speech enhancement. Specifically, the generalized sidelobe

canceller [13] and delay beamforming [14,15] use multiple microphones to record sig-

nals for spatial filtering. For CI devices, the generalized sidelobe canceller is overly

complicated and requires too many microphones, conditions that exceed the capabil-

ities of current CI devices. Delay beamforming technologies, such as the first-order dif-

ferential microphone (FDM) [16] and adaptive null-forming method (ANF) [17,18], are

adopted in hearing aids. These methods need only 2 microphones, which is an appro-

priate set-up for the CI size constraint and real-time processing.

CI devices are similar with the hearing aids in size constraint and the requirement

of front-end noise suppression. So, for CI speech enhancement, one simple solution

for CI speech enhancement is to directly utilize the microphone-array–based noise-

reduction methods from the present hearing aids, in which the sensor-array techniques

have been more widely used. However, the difference between CI devices and hearing

aids is prominent, and a direct application of these algorithms to CI speech processing

is not appropriate. Firstly, the principle is very different. CI devices transfer the acoustic

signal to electrical stimulation into the cochlea wirelessly, and then the electrical pulses

are used to directly stimulate the acoustic nerve to yield the auditory perception. But

the hearing aids only need to change the corresponding gains in different subbands for

multi-frequency signal loss. In brief, the hearing aid is only an amplifier with adjustable

gain in different frequency band. Secondly, the application of the microphone array

technique is different. Many algorithms for speech application were borrowed from the

narrowband methods in radar and antenna. Algorithms for front-end enhancement are

indispensable to match the CI speech strategy. Thirdly, the solution for low frequency

roll-off may be different. The hearing aids need to calibrate and preset the subband

gain based on user’s hearing loss. Therefore, in the hearing aid, one solution is to dir-

ectly preset the subband gains in the filter banks in the processor by both taking the

hearing loss and signal loss in microphone array algorithm into account. However, for

CI devices with the modulated electrical pulse directly stimulate the cochlear nerves,

we only need to adjust the algorithm loss. Finally, the signal distortion is different.

When the enhanced signal is modulated by the CI speech strategy, the signal distortion

will noticeably decreased (detailed analysis was given in the result section). Therefore,
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an array for a cochlear implant is similar to a hearing aid in the speech-enhancement

situation, but is different for the actual algorithm design, such as the tradeoff between

speech distortion and noise suppression.

The Frost algorithm [19,20], multiple input/output inverse method (MINT) [21],

minimum-variance distortionless-response technique (MVDR) [22,23] and the binaural

frequency-domain minimum-variance algorithm [24] are proposed presently, with excel-

lent performance in some specific situations. Kates [25] used a novel five-microphone

end-fire array, with an MVDR included, to construct an adaptive frequency-domain

noise-reduction algorithm with higher SNR improved. However, this algorithm is overly

complicated, and the five-microphone array also exceeds the CI size constraint.

In daily environment, we previously proposed a low-complexity beamforming with

optimal parameter to suppress the environmental stationary noise [26]. But for the

music and speech noise, we need a higher SNR to weaken these ambient noises, aiming

to obtain more than 10 dB SNR for the CI front-end signal acquisition. This paper fo-

cuses on directional noise suppression with one directional ambient interference for CI

devices. In typical situations in which CI users want to talk with a nearby person in a

conference hall or a theater, the directional voice from the lecturer or film screen must

be suppressed. To weaken the directional noise in such situations, a dual-channel CI

speech-enhancement algorithm was introduced that combines the single-channel

power spectrum estimation and the first-order differential microphone technique of the

microphone array, for beamforming and noise prediction. Our algorithm uses the dual-

channel power spectrums in the noise-only intervals, including the nonstationary noise,

to estimate and update the noise directivity coefficient. For noise changing in normal

human walking velocity, the proposed algorithm can avoid the noise leakage and is

robust to mobile noise. For spectrum estimation based speech enhancement, the

speech distortion is also unavoidable in our algorithm. But when the signal is modu-

lated in the CI speech strategy, the speech distortion will sharply decrease and the

speech quality noticeably improves. The experimental results indicate that the proposed

algorithm successfully achieves the desired speech reconstruction and enhancement.
Methods
For the actual daily usage of CI devices, the front speech is the desired signal that needs to

be enhanced, as shown in Figure 1 (signal azimuth θ approaches 0°). The noise, including

ambient music and other speech signals, originates from another direction (azimuth ϕ).

Figure 1 shows the flow chart of the proposed dual-channel speech-enhancement al-

gorithm. Signals recorded by two omnidirectional microphones and two delaying sig-

nals by the delay filters are summed to yield dual-channel outputs. Firstly, the signal

frequency response in each channel is extracted to obtain the power spectrum and the

cepstrum distance. The cepstrum distance differentiates the desired-speech and noise-

only power spectrums. Then the noise-only power spectrums are adopted to estimate

the noise directivity coefficient. The narrowband signal magnitude is estimated by these

power spectrums, including the desired-speech and noise-only segments, and the direc-

tivity coefficient. Furthermore, the narrowband signal magnitude, also named as single-

frequency magnitude, is adjusted to yield the multifrequency magnitude for the desired

speech (broadband signal with the compensation for low-frequency loss). And the
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phase information in channel 1 is extracted and inserted for signal reconstruction to

obtain the enhanced speech signal. Our proposed algorithm is theoretically depicted as

below:

Two omnidirectional microphones are spaced a distance d apart. The desired speech

comes from a direction θ (θ→ 0°) and the ambient noise from ϕ, both being recorded

by MIC1 and MIC2. If we denote the desired speech and ambient noise obtained by

MIC1 as s(t) and n(t), then the recorded signal by MIC1 can be written as

MIC1 tð Þ ¼ s tð Þ þ n tð Þ ð1Þ

The spatial difference between the microphones results in a time delay for the
recorded signal by MIC2, shown as

MIC2 tð Þ ¼ s t � d=c⋅ cosθð Þ þ n t � d=c⋅ cosϕð Þ ð2Þ

where c is the speed of the sound. The recorded signals MIC1(t) and MIC2(t) are both

delayed by the fractional delay filter for a fixed time d/c. Based on the FDM method,

ch1(t) and ch2(t) can be defined as the sum of the original recorded signals and the cor-

responding delayed signals, described by Eqs. (3) and (4):

ch1 tð Þ ¼ s tð Þ þ n tð Þ � s t � d
c
� d

c
cosθ

� �
� n t � d

c
� d

c
cosϕ

� �
ð3Þ

ch2 tð Þ ¼ s t � d
c
cosθ

� �
þ n t � d

c
cosϕ

� �
� s t � d

c

� �
� n t � d

c

� �
ð4Þ

The frequency responses for time-domains ch1(t) and ch2(t) can be expressed as

CH1 ejω
� � ¼ 1� e�jωd=c⋅ 1þ cosθð Þ

� �
S ejω
� �þ 1� e�jωd=c⋅ 1þ cosϕð Þ

� �
N ejω
� � ð5Þ

CH2 ejω
� � ¼ e�jωd=c⋅ cosθ � e�jωd=c

� �
S ejω
� �þ e�jωd=c⋅ cosϕ � e�jωd=c

� �
N ejω
� � ð6Þ
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where ω = 2πf, f corresponds to a narrowband signal frequency. And the corresponding

power spectrum for ch1(t) is:

CH1 ejω
� ��� ��2 ¼ 2 1� cos ωd=c⋅ 1þ cosθð Þð Þð Þ S ejω

� ��� ��2 þ A1A
�
2 S ejω
� �

N� ejω
� �� �

þ A�
1A2 S� ejω

� �
N ejω
� �� �

þ 2 1� cos ωd=c⋅ 1þ cosϕð Þð Þð Þ N ejω
� ��� ��2 ð7Þ

where A1 ¼ 1� e�jωd
c 1þ cosθð Þ and A2 ¼ 1� e�jωd

c 1þ cosϕð Þ.
In Eq. (7), each framed data set (of about 23 ms in duration) is used to calculate the

corresponding statistical average of the power spectrum. For daily CI application, the

desired signal s(t) and ambient noise n(t) are uncorrelated, given in Eq. (8).

E S ejω
� �

N� ejω
� �� � ¼ E S� ejω

� �
N ejω
� �� � ¼ 0 ð8Þ

Substituting Eq. (8) into Eq. (7) gives the statistical power spectrum set in channel 1:

E CH1 ejω
� ��� ��2� �

¼ 2 1� cos ωd=c 1þ cosθð Þð Þð ÞE S ejω
� ��� ��2� �

þ 2 1� cos ωd=c 1þ cosϕð Þð Þð ÞE N ejω
� ��� ��2� �

ð9Þ

For CI devices, the desired speech generates from the front, and the signal direction

θ approaches 0°. Thus, cos θ ≈ 1, which simplifies Eq. (9) and gives

E CH1 ejω
� ��� ��2� �

¼ 2 1� cos 2ωd=cð Þð ÞE S ejω
� ��� ��2� �

þ 2 1� cos ωd=c⋅ 1þ cosϕð Þð Þð ÞE N ejω
� ��� ��2� �

ð10Þ

Similarly, the simplified statistical power spectrum for each framed data in channel 2
is written as:

E CH2 ejω
� ��� ��2� �

¼ 2 1� cos ωd=c 1� cosϕð Þð Þð ÞE N ejω
� ��� ��2� �

ð11Þ

Seen from Eq. (10), the power spectrum for each framed data set in channel 1

includes the power spectra of desired speech and the ambient noise. Equation (11) only

contains the power spectrum of the ambient noise in channel 2. In addition, the power

spectra of the noise in channels 1 and 2 are different, which are functions of the noise

azimuth.

To estimate the directivity of the ambient noise, the power spectra of the 2 channels

are calculated at the noise frame of desired speech, where s(t) = 0 and S ejω
� �

=0:

E CH1 ejω
� ��� ��2� �

s tð Þ¼0 ¼ 2 1� cos ωd=c⋅ 1þ cosϕð Þð Þð ÞE N ejω
� ��� ��2� �

s tð Þ¼0

����� ð12Þ

E CH2 ejω
� ��� ��2� �

s tð Þ¼0 ¼ 2 1� cos ωd=c⋅ 1� cosϕð Þð Þð ÞE N ejω
� ��� ��2� �

s tð Þ¼0

����� ð13Þ

For each framed data set, the statistical average of the power spectrum can be used
to estimate the power spectrum for desired speech, and yield the magnitude estimation

in Eq. (14).
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Ŝ ejω
� ��� �� ¼

�����E CH1 ejω
� ��� ��2� �

�E CH1 ejωð Þj j2
� ���

s tð Þ¼0

E CH2 ejωð Þj j2ð Þ
��
s tð Þ¼0

E CH2 ejω
� ��� ��2� ������

0:5

2 sin 2πfd=cð Þ ð14Þ

Eq. (14) indicates the algorithm for magnitude estimation must obtain the power
spectrum of the framed data set of each channel, as well as the power spectrum of each

channel at the noise-only frame.

E CH1 ejω
� ��� ��2� �

s tð Þ¼0=E CH2 ejω
� ��� ��2� �

s tð Þ¼0

����� , defined as the directivity coefficient, is a

function of the noise azimuth ϕ. The noise power spectrums in channels 1 and 2 are

different, which are also the functions of the noise azimuth. The directivity coefficient

is used to estimate the gain of noise power spectrums between channels 1 and 2. When

the inter-channel noise gain is estimated accurately and the two channels’ noise power

spectrums are then balanced to approximately the same, the ambient noise can be atte-

nuated and the desired speech signal can be extracted. The noise directivity coefficient

is further analyzed and simplified by Eq. (15):

E CH1 ejω
� ��� ��2� ���

s tð Þ¼0

E CH2 ejωð Þj j2
� ���

s tð Þ¼0

¼ sin2 0:5ωd=c⋅ 1þ cosϕð Þð Þ
sin2 0:5ωd=c⋅ 1� cosϕð Þð Þ≈

0:5ωd=c⋅ 1þ cosϕð Þð Þ2
0:5ωd=c⋅ 1� cosϕð Þð Þ2

¼ cot4 ϕ=2ð Þ ð15Þ

For an actual CI size constraint of d≈ 0.01 m, the directivity coefficient approaches to

cot 4(ϕ/2). This result indicates that the estimation of the directivity coefficient is

robust, because it only depends on the noise direction ϕ. This simplified form of noise

directivity coefficient also implies that, for noise direction with slowly varying, the

adjusted gain for noise reduction can be accurately obtained with excellent algorithm

stability.

Realization

Fractional delay

In Figure 1, the recorded signals MIC1(t) and MIC2(t) are sampled at the 44.1 kHz

sampling rate by the AD converter as MIC1(n) and MIC2(n). These digital signals are

then delayed by the fractional delay filter with an algorithm offset of d/c. In our hard-

ware platform, the system design specifies the intermicrophone distance d to be at or

near 1 cm, corresponding to 1.297 sampling points.

To obtain this accurate fractional delaying, we use the maximal flat (Maxflat) criteria

[27-30] to design a fourth-order finite impulse response (FIR) filter for the required sys-

tem delaying. For CI devices, the required speech energy is primarily in the low-

frequency band, peaking near 1 kHz; this Maxflat FIR filter matches the desired speech

characteristic well. And the fourth-order Maxflat FIR filter is given by

h nð Þ ¼ �0:0400; 0:6995; 0:4433;�0:1220; 0:0192½ � ð16Þ

For fs = 44.1 kHz, the digital signals MIC1(n) and MIC2(n) are delayed, with d/c off-
sets of MIC1(n-1.297) and MIC2(n-1.297), respectively.

For the time-domain delay of 1.297 sampling points, the ideal system frequency re-

sponse is e�jω�1:297 , which is a linear-phase all-pass filter. The proposed fourth-order
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Maxflat FIR filter approaches the ideal filter at the range of 0–6000 Hz. The errors of

magnitude and phase responses are plotted in Figure 2.

The proposed fourth-order Maxflat FIR filter agrees well with the ideal filter at the

signal range of 0–6000 Hz, a range that includes most of the subbands of the CI filter

bank. The maximal error for the magnitude response and phase response are less than

0.3% and 0.4%, respectively. Additionally, this filter can obtain the required delaying

signal easily, with low computation complexity.

This Maxflat digital filter is used to cover frequencies between 0 Hz and 6000 Hz as

the CIS strategy does. The range of the CIS actually depends on the corner and center

frequencies of the filters, therefore, the frequency range will change based on different

channel quantities. But both the present CI filter banks (8, 16, 24 channels etc.) are pri-

marily within these range. So, the required signal delaying is accurate.

Directivity estimation and noise-frame identification

The directivity coefficient (Figure 1 and Eq. (15)) is obtained from the power spectrums

of the 2 channels at the noise-only frames, which correspond to the time-domain sig-

nals of ch1(t)|s(t)=0 and ch2(t)|s(t)=0, respectively. We used the cepstrum [31-33] method

to differentiate the desired speech frame and the noise frame.

The anterior several frames of data are considered to be noise. The cepstrum vector

is denoted as C, which is expressed by a series of vector coefficients ci. Then, the

spectrum density function is given by Eq. (17)

logS ωð Þ ¼
X1

n¼�1cne
�jωn and c0 ¼

Z π

�π
logS ωð Þ dω

2π
ð17Þ

The average cepstrum coefficients of the anterior several frames are used to estimate
and obtain the cepstrum vector C. The cepstrum vector is updated by the current

cepstrum vector Ci and the previous cepstrum vector Ci-1. The update equation is

Ci = βCi + (1 − β)Ci−1, where β is the update weight. In our algorithm, β is 0.85 and the

corresponding cepstrum distance is given by

dcep
��
iþ1ð Þ ¼ A

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðc0
��
iþ1ð Þ � c0ji

�2 þ 2
Xp
n¼1

ðcnjðiþ1Þ � cnjiÞ
2

s
ð18Þ
Figure 2 Errors of magnitude and phase responses of the Maxflat FIR filter and the ideal filter at
0–6000 Hz.
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Equation (18) with a predefined threshold value is used to differentiate the noise

frames for both channels, ch1(t)|s(t)=0 and ch2(t)|s(t)=0. Then, the corresponding power

spectra are used to obtain the real-time noise directivity coefficient.

Broadband signal adjustment

The speech is a broadband signal with multifrequency information. For the first order

differential microphone, we previously proposed the normalized beamforming method

for the gain [34] adjustment. But in this paper, we can compensate the gains directly in

the dual-channel algorithm. Equation (14) provides the magnitude estimation for the

desired speech changes as a function of signal frequency f. The coefficient is a function

of the signal frequency denoted as Eq. (19).

λ fð Þ ¼ 1= 2 sin 2πfd=cð Þð Þ ð19Þ

Therefore, the magnitude estimation for the desired speech is modulated by the λ(f )
to change its multifrequency gain. This coefficient function is monotone, decreasing

between 100 and 6000 Hz. We design a digital filter to approximate λ(f ). The codomain

of λ(f ) is between 0.6 and 27 when the frequency is between 100 and 6000 Hz. Because

the maximal magnitude response of a filter is always 1, the desired coefficient function

is actually written as Eq. (20).

λ0 fð Þ ¼ 1
30

λ fð Þ ¼ 1
60 sin 2πfd=cð Þ ð20Þ

We design a 1st order Butterworth filter, Butter(f), with band-pass cutoff frequencies of
0.00045 fs and 0.0045 fs, to approach the coefficient function λ’(f ), as shown in Figure 3.

The proposed filter for multi-frequency adjusting is highly consistent with the required

coefficient function between 100 and 6000 Hz. Because λ(f) = 30λ’(f ), the filtered signal

needs an additional 30 times gain (or 29.54 dB) for signal energy rebalancing.

For a CI speech-processing strategy based on a filter bank, such as the continuous

interleaved sampling strategy (CIS [35]) or advanced combined encoder strategy (ACE

[36]), the adjusting coefficients for the multi-frequency signal can be transferred directly

to the corresponding subband filters. According to the characteristics of the cochlea [37],

the speech signal can be divided into 16 bands (Table 1) and the corresponding band
Figure 3 Comparison of the Butterworth filter Butter(f) and the desired coefficient function λ’(f).



Table 1 Parameters of each sub-band in CI filter bank and the corresponding adjusting
coefficients

Band edge (Hz) Center frequency (Hz) Adjusting coefficient

Channel 1 [156, 276] 216 12.5294

Channel 2 [276, 410] 343 7.8934

Channel 3 [410, 560] 485 5.5861

Channel 4 [560, 730] 645 4.2047

Channel 5 [730, 922] 826 3.2883

Channel 6 [922, 1138] 1030 2.6428

Channel 7 [1138, 1380] 1259 2.1685

Channel 8 [1380, 1653] 1517 1.8071

Channel 9 [1653, 1960] 1807 1.5255

Channel 10 [1960, 2305] 2133 1.2135

Channel 11 [2305, 2694] 2500 1.1217

Channel 12 [2694, 3131] 2913 0.9752

Channel 13 [3131, 3623] 3377 0.8557

Channel 14 [3623, 4176] 3840 0.7578

Channel 15 [4176, 4798] 4487 0.6781

Channel 16 [4798, 5498] 5148 0.6141
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center frequencies are also listed in Table 1. Eq. (19) is used to calculate the desired

adjusting coefficient for each band of the filter bank, shown in this Table and Figure 4.

Figure 4 describes the transmission of multi-frequency adjusting coefficients to the

CI processor. This method of directly transmitting the parameters to the CI filter bank

requires very little additional calculation, which is suitable to the situation of a filter

bank–based strategy. For the situation in which the CI processor uses the speech-

processing strategy without a filter bank, the proposed Butterworth filter (Figure 3)

should be adopted for the coefficient adjusting.
Figure 4 Transfer of the adjusting coefficients to the CI speech processor for the speech strategy
based on the filter bank.
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Signal reconstruction

In our CI speech-enhancement platform, the sampling rate is 44.1 kHz and the Ham-

ming window is used for framing, with a window length of 1024 sampling points. Each

frame is about 23 ms in duration, with 50% overlap.

The speech magnitude is estimated by Eq. (14). The signal phase of the original data

(channel 1) is used directly for signal construction, because the human cochlea is rela-

tively insensitive to phase information. The gain of the single-frequency signal is

adjusted by the proposed Butterworth filter or by directly transmitting the adjusting

coefficients in the filter-bank based CI processor. This broadband signal, expressed in

the form of frequency response, is processed by the subsequent processing of the in-

verse Fourier transform and deoverlapping to reconstruct the enhanced speech signal.

Results
Hardware platform

A dual-channel CI front-end hardware platform was constructed (Figure 5). The dual

microphones were linearly spaced 1 cm apart. The recorded signals, which were

obtained with a real-time acquisition process controlled by a software interface, were

transmitted to the computer.

The experiments were carried out in a chamber, or to be extract, an actual office

measured by 8 m× 8 m× 4 m with the room reverberation time T60 = 450 ms. Two

microphone modules, placed at the center (O), recorded the signal. P1-P12, which rep-

resent 12 testing points at 15° intervals, were marked 1.5 m from the microphones

arranged in a semicircle. P1 indicates the forward direction for playing the desired

speech by Speaker 1; the other locations (P2-P12) indicate the directions for playing the

ambient noise by Speaker 2. The recorded signals by this hardware system, after ampli-

fication, filtering, and analogue to digital conversion, were transmitted to the computer

via a USB interface for further analysis.
Figure 5 Dual-channel CI front-end hardware platform.
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Speech-enhancement result

For this test, a speech signal (i.e., the English sentence “I heard you called me” spoken

by a native speaker (American English) as material) was played by Speaker 1 at P1.

Speaker 2 played ambient noise, including 2 types of noise signals, at P7. One noise sig-

nal was the theme song “My Heart Will Go On” from the movie Titanic; the other was

the speech signal in an interviewing scene, with part of the speech content being “My

background and work experience are tailor-made for this position. I studied marketing

as an undergrad here in Taiwan”. The desired speech and the ambient noise were

played at the same power. For this situation, the SNR was approximately 0 dB, which is

an extremely poor noise environment. The enhancement results were compared with

those of the single-channel method of spectral subtraction (Figure 6).

Figure 6 (a) is the original waveform of the desired speech, played by Speaker 1 in P1.

Speaker 2 located at P7 plays the noise. Figure 6 (b-1) and (b-2) are the plots recorded

by the hardware platform (located at O) corresponding to the situations of music noise

and speech noise, respectively.
Figure 6 Speech-enhancement results: comparison of the proposed algorithm and the
single-channel method. (a) Original signal played as the desired speech. (b) Signal recorded by the
omnidirectional microphone at O (b-1: includes the desired speech and the music noise; b-2: includes the
desired speech and the ambient speech noise). The corresponding speech-enhancement results for the
single-channel method (c-1 and c-2) and our proposed algorithm (f-1 and f-2) are plotted, and d-1,e-1 and
d-2, e-2 are the corresponding signal outputs of channel 1 and channel 2 for music and speech noises
respectively.
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In this paper, the improved SNR is defined by Eq. (21) [38,39]:

ΔSNR ¼
XJ
j¼1

wj SNRj;out � SNRj;in
� � ð21Þ

where J is the frequency band quantity, wj is the corresponding weight for different

band given in [39], and the input SNR and output SNR is given by Eqs. (22) and (23).

SNRin ¼ 10 lg

X
n
s nð Þj j2X

n
n nð Þj j2

 !
ð22Þ

SNRout ¼ 10 lg

X
n
ŝ nð Þj j2X

n
n̂ nð Þj j2

 !
ð23Þ

where the output SNR uses the estimation of ŝ(n) and n̂ nð Þj j to obtain.

For the music noise, use of the single-channel method (panel c-1) based on spectral

subtraction weakened most of the music noise, but much of the transient impulse at

the nonstationary part of the music noise remained. Panels d-1 and e-1 plot the signal

outputs in channel 1 and channel 2 in our dual-channel system. Comparison of (d-1)

and (e-1), the magnitude attenuation or enhancement were different for the desired

speech and music noise. And this characteristic can remarkably be seen in (d-2) and

(e-2) for the ambient speech noise. The waveforms of the two channels were similar in

time domain, but the gains in channel 2 were discrepant, with respectively about 0.3

and 2.8 gains for the desired speech and ambient speech compared with channel 1.

These gains changed when the noise moved. The previous directivity coefficient in our

algorithm was used to estimate the noise gain between channels 1 and 2 in the noise-

only intervals. For accurate noise gain estimation, two channels’ noise power can be

adjusted to nearly the same but noticeably discrepant for the power of the desired

speech. Then the desired speech can be extracted from the subtraction of the adjusted

signals in these two channels. Our proposed method suppressed the overall music

noise, including the instantaneous noise (panel f-1). This method also suppressed the

ambient speech noise, with nearly 20 dB SNR improvement (panel f-2). The single-

channel method did not adequately suppress the ambient speech noise (panel c-2). The

comparison indicates that the proposed dual-channel speech-enhancement algorithm

successfully suppresses the nonstationary noise, which adds to its practical value.

The enhanced speech signal was further processed in CI speech processor. The CI

speech strategy extracts and encodes the signal and then wirelessly transmits it to the

electrode array. We adopted the widely used CIS strategy. The sine simulation model

was used to implement the CI signal-processing. The energy distribution after CIS pro-

cessing is shown in Figure 7.

For this test, the original signal, recorded by the platform, contained desired speech

and ambient music noise. The signal duration was 7.5 sec and the desired speech was

located in the time axis approximately between 3 sec and 5 sec. Figure 7 (a) describes

the time-frequency energy distribution of original signal, which was dispersed in the

frequency range between 0 and 6000 Hz.

Figure 7(b) describes the energy distribution of the signal after the modulation of the

CIS strategy. This speech strategy divided the original signal by the filter bank and then



Figure 7 Comparison of the time-frequency energy distributions of the original signal (a), after
modulation of the CIS strategy (b), and after enhancement by the proposed dual-channel algorithm
and modulation of the CIS strategy (c).
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modulated the subband signal, by using the center frequency of each band to

characterize its corresponding information for further speech synthesis. The plot indi-

cates that the CIS modulation only changed the frequency-domain energy distribution,

but maintained the time-domain energy distribution. As a result, the signal energy con-

centrated in the corresponding center frequency of each subband, and the ambient

noise in the time domain was not suppressed.

Figure 7(c) describes the energy distribution of the signal after enhancement by the

proposed dual-channel algorithm and modulation of the CIS strategy. The energy dis-

tribution changed in the time domain, primarily between 3 sec and 5 sec, and the ambi-

ent noise was sharply weakened.

Together, the plots in Figure 7 indicate that the speech enhancement can achieve the

following 2 purposes. First, the desired speech remained while the ambient noise was

sharply suppressed, which improved the CI speech recognition. Second, the global signal

energy was lowered, and the CI battery life was prolonged, because information from the

signal and the energy both are transmitted wirelessly to the inner part of the CI device.
Algorithm robustness and signal distortion analysis

The test aims to the analysis of algorithm robustness when the ambient noise was mov-

ing. The desired speech was played by Speaker 1 (P1 in Figure 5). Speaker 2 (located at

P7, about 90° azimuth) played the ambient noise. During the testing, Speaker 2 moved

back and forth at a speed of 1 m/s, corresponding to normal human walking velocity.

The moving range was about 30°, from 75° to 105°. Another test, with the speaker

located at P10 and moving from 120° to 150° at the same speed, was performed. The

speech-enhancement results are shown in Figure 8.

For the tests in these 2 situations (moving noises from 90° and 135°), the original sig-

nals recorded by the omnidirectional microphone were plotted in (a) and (b),



Figure 8 Test of algorithm robustness for moving noise. The original signals as the noise moves, based
on a center position of 90° or 135°, are plotted in (a) and (b), respectively. The corresponding speech-
enhancement results are plotted in (c) and (d), respectively.
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respectively. The original signal consists of the desired speech and the ambient speech

noise. The noise suppression results are plotted in (c) and (d), respectively. A compari-

son of these plots reveals that the proposed algorithm also effectively weakens moving

noise, with an SNR improvement of about 15 dB. The conventional noise-reduction

methods need to reconvergent in algorithm for coefficients updating, and will always

result in noise leakage and noticeable SNR decrease. The mentioned MVDR method,

one of the most widely used adaptive beamformer, can choose and adjust the filter coef-

ficients to minimize the output power with the constraint that the desired signal is not

to be distorted. For moving noise, the MVDR method will also partly result in noise

leakage, which attenuates the algorithm performance. The proposed algorithm calcu-

lates the noise directivity coefficient for moving noise, and also remains excellent per-

formance with a few attenuation of SNR. As shown in result, the proposed algorithm is

advantageous to avoid the noise leakage and is robust to mobile noise.

For actual CI devices, the dual microphones may not remain exactly collinear with

the forward direction. Additionally, the head offset for CI users results in an orientation

deviation of the desired speech. For daily face-to-face conversation, the microphone

bias is primarily <20°. In this test, the orientation offset was 20°, and the ambient noise

moved from 30° to 180° (the mirror-reversed orientation is between 180° and 330°),

which covers the most probable range of head deviation and the noise direction. The

desired speech (5° intervals) and the ambient noise (15° intervals) were played. The

speech-enhancement results are plotted in Figure 9(a), in which the original input SNR

was 0 dB.

Figure 9 describes the SNR improvement (in dB) for all situations in which the

noise comes from 30° to 180° and the desired speech is played at the azimuth of

0°, 5°, 10°, 15°, or 20°. In the office environment with T60 = 450 ms, for a fixed



Figure 9 SNR improvement for head deviation. (a) in office environment, (b) in an anechoic
chamber.
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speech direction, the improved SNR (Figure 9 (a)) was higher when the noise azi-

muth approached 180° (backward), and was lower when the noise approached the

desired speech (forward). For the situation of speech deviation to the 0° azimuth,

greater offset resulted in less SNR improvement. The plot also indicates that, for a

speech deviation range of 0° to 20° and noise range of 60° to 180°, the SNR im-

provement was >10 dB. For a noise azimuth of 180° to 300°, the expected analo-

gous and mirror-reversed result was obtained. For comparison, experiments were

also carried out in an anechoic chamber (T60 = 100 ms), and the SNRs improve-

ment for head deviation are plotted (Figure 9 (b)). A set of similar SNR results are

obtained, with only 1 to 3 dB globally SNR increased in situation of anechoic en-

vironment. The room reverberation actually influences the algorithm performance,

but in an acceptable constraint.

The prevalent algorithms can be seen as the beamformers to extract the desired signal

from a certain direction while minimizing the output power of the ambient noise from

another direction. These methods are advantageous in low speech distortion or high

noise-reduction performance. Therefore, a compromise between signal distortion and

noise suppression is needed. For spectrum estimation and subtraction based method, the

distortion of the desired speech is unavoidable in our algorithm. To delineate the speech
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distortion, the speech distortion index is used [40-42], with the vector expression given in

Eq. (24).

vsd hð Þ ¼ h1 � hð ÞTRxx h1 � hð Þ
hT1 Rxxh1

ð24Þ

And the actual expression for calculation is given in Eq. (25).
vsd hð Þ ¼

XL
i¼1

λi

1þ λð Þ2 b
2
i1

XL
i¼1

λib
2
i1

ð25Þ

where λi is the element of diagonal matrix given in [42]. Actually, the speech distortion

index presents the attenuation between speech power and the original clean speech.

And the distortion results are presented in Figure 10.

Figure 10 depicts the speech distortion index (dB) for head deviation, corresponding

the office-environment experiments also for all situations in which the noise comes

from 30° to 180° and the desired speech is played at the azimuth from 0° to 20°. As ex-

pect, the speech distortion is noticeably large, ranging from −8 to −14 dB. It implies

that our algorithm obtains high SNR but with a little bit large of speech distortion.

Compared with other conventional methods in decreasing speech distortion, the pro-

posed algorithm is not advantageous, or of great disadvantage compared with the time-

domain beamformers (ANF etc.). But after the modulation of the CIS strategy in CI

processor, with the signal envelope and signal information of the enhanced speech

extracted and transferred to the CI electrode array, the signal distortion will be attenu-

ated. For clear comparison, the signal magnitude spectrums are used to analyze the

speech distortion, shown in Figure 11.

In Figure 11, panels a-1 and a-2 describe the signal spectrums of the original clean

speech and the enhanced speech, and panels b-1 and b-2 are the corresponding spec-

trums after CIS modulation. Comparing the result in panel a-1 and a-2 (speech-

enhancement result before the processing of CIS strategy) the spectrum difference is

noticeable. But after the CIS processing (panels b-1 and b-2), with the signal energy
Figure 10 Speech distortion index for head deviation (in office environment).



Figure 11 Signal spectrums of the original clean speech (a-1) and the enhanced speech (a-2), and
the corresponding signal spectrums after the modulation of CI CIS strategy in (b-1) and (b-2).
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concentrated in the central frequency of each sub-band in the CI filter bank, signal

spectrums change to be approximately the same. These results imply that the final

modulated signal to the CI electrodes will become low distorted. To further quantify

the speech distortion for the enhanced signal after the CIS processing, another graph of

the speech distortion index is plotted (Figure 12).

Figure 12 describes a graph of the speech distortion index for the enhancement of

the desired speech after the CIS processing. The speech distortion indexes are sharply

small, mainly between −18 and 21 dB. A smaller value of the speech distortion index

means the desired signal is less distorted. Compared with figure 10, it prominently

depicts a set of low speech distortion for the application of CI devices, which is in an

acceptable range of signal distortion. For CI front-end signal acquisition, our algorithm

is advantageous for a large amount of SNR improvement, but disadvantageous in a little

bit of greater speech distortion when comparing with other low-distortion algorithms.

However, for signal modulation and transmission by the CI CIS strategy, the speech

distortion is sharply decreased.
Figure 12 Speech distortion index for the enhanced signals after the CIS modulation (in office
environment).
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These results, including the test of moving noise, head deviation (Figure 9) and algo-

rithm evaluation of speech distortion (Figures 10, 11 and 12), indicate that the pro-

posed algorithm is robust and flexible for CI speech-enhancement, with great SNR

improvement and low speech distortion.
Discussion
Approximation of directivity coefficient

The approximation of the directivity coefficient in Eq. (15), corresponding to the noise

azimuth ϕ, is important to algorithm performance. The hardware platform was also con-

structed for the experiments to evaluate the approximation. Firstly, the test was carried

out in an anechoic chamber (T60 = 100 ms). The loudspeaker played music as the ambient

noise at 90°, 180° and 270° orientations respectively. The target speech located at 0° orien-

tation, with equal-power signal play from the loudspeaker (SNR = 0). The calculated

orientations for the noise azimuth ϕ in Eq. (15) are 81°, 192° and 280°. The orientation

error is about 10° for this situation. And the corresponding results are 77°, 171° and 285°

respectively for the test in office environment (T60 = 450 ms), with about 15° errors. These

errors is acceptable for the CI application, therefore, the directivity coefficient can be ap-

plied in the estimation of desired signal power spectrum in Eq. (14).
Algorithm constraint for noise estimation

As detailed analysis of the directivity coefficient in the aforementioned sections (seen

in Figure 1, Eqs. (14) and (15)), the cepstrum method) was used for noise estimation.

To simplify the test, as well as to be convenient for algorithm analysis and performance

evaluation, the previous experiments use two long noise-only periods (about 3 seconds

each) before and after the desired speech segment (about 1 second). However, the

length of the ambient noise interval does not need as long as 3 seconds. For situations

of shorter ambient noise, the results for speech enhancement are listed in Figure 13.

There are noise-only segments before and after the desired speech segment. In our

algorithm, the anterior noise segment (before the desired speech) is used to estimate

the directivity coefficient, and the length of which will influence the algorithm perform-

ance. For situations of the ambient noise with length no shorter than 450 ms (panels

a-1 and a-2), the enhanced signals (panels b-1 and b-2) still remain great SNR improve-

ment. For shorter length of ambient noise (panels a-3 and a-4), the SNR decreases no-

ticeably (panels b-3 and b-4), as well as more speech distortion. To remain algorithm

performance and low speech distortion in CIS modulation for CI devices, the minimal

length of the noise-only period before the speech segment is about 0.5 second. This

delaying time is acceptable for CI users in daily conversation. Specially, if we do not

need a great SNR improvement, the length of the noise-only segment for pre-

estimation can decrease to be about or less than 200 ms.
Distortion in CI processing

The previous results indicate that the proposed algorithm introduced a bit larger dis-

tortion to the desired speech but with noticeable low distortion after the CI processing.

This phenomenon may result from the speech processing strategy of CI devices. The

CIS strategy is a speech processing strategy to extract the signal information from the



Figure 13 Speech enhancement results for different lengths of the ambient-noise before the
desired speech segment. (a-1), (a-2), (a-3) and (a-4) are the situations of 1 s, 450 ms, 300 ms and 200 ms
lengths of the noise-only interval before the speech segment respectively, and the corresponding speech-
enhancement results are shown in (b-1), (b-2), (b-3) and (b-4).
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time-domain envelope and then be transferred to the electrode array. This CIS speech

strategy primarily includes the process of window-adding, frame-dividing, pre-

emphasis, sub-band dividing, envelop extraction and signal compression. As the CIs only

have several channels, correspond to a few specific stimulating rates, the extracted en-

velope may lose lots of signal information. In addition, in each band of the CI channel,

only one frequency (correspond to the center frequency of the CI filter bank) is applied

to modulate the desired signal. That is, a set of sinusoidal signals (only 16 or 24 for CI

devices) are modulated by the corresponding envelope of the band-pass signals in the

CI filter bank. Therefore, the single-frequency modulation processing seems to be a

smoothness process to reduce the distortion. For example, taking the distortion in the

band of [1653, 1960] (channel 9) into account. If the 1700 Hz signal is strengthened
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but the 1900 Hz signal is weakened, the distortion will be introduced in this band. But

after the CI modulation, both frequencies in this band, the center frequency 1807 Hz

sinusoidal signal is applied to modulate the envelope based on the whole band energy.

Therefore, the difference between the same bands will be smoothed, and the speech

distortion after CI processing may come from the difference between different bands.

Consequently, the CI speech strategy can reduce speech distortion and more aggressive

algorithm can be applied in the CI application.

Algorithm performance

The proposed algorithm is an aggressive noise-suppression method with high SNR

improved but a bit large distortion. But the distortion can be reduced in the CI processing

and we can obtain excellent performance. The prevalent Frost algorithm based methods,

such as linearly constrained minimum-variance and MINT algorithms, can suppress the

noise with less signal distortion. These methods use iterative-adaptive technique to update

the filter coefficients by gradient estimation and are advantageous in minimizing the am-

bient noise with low or no distortion for desired signal. Whereas, when the moving noise

(or in the situation that the noise changes its azimuth) is present, these methods will

weaken their noise-reduction performance. To obtain the optimal filter coefficients, if the

algorithm does not reconvergent at the beginning or too slow to update the new coeffi-

cients, the noise will leakage and the desired performance will be attenuated. Other meth-

ods, MVDR and the binaural frequency-domain minimum-variance algorithm etc.,

present effective ways for noise suppression. Though these algorithms can converge more

quickly, they will also cause noise leakage and the algorithm performance will be wea-

kened. The approximation of directivity coefficient in our algorithm is tested, and about

10° error can be found. The directivity coefficient estimation is accurate enough to separ-

ate the desired speech and the ambient noise. For the trade-off between SNR improve-

ment and speech distortion, the prevalent optimal-filter methods minimize the speech

distortion while guarantying a certainly level of SNR improvement or maximize the SNR

improvement while guarantying a certainly level of speech distortion. So it is hard for

these algorithms to obtain both high SNR and low signal distortion. However, in the appli-

cation of cochlear implant, the CI processing helps to obtain excellent speech enhance-

ment while guarantying low speech distortion in the proposed algorithm.

Conclusions
The proposed speech-enhancement algorithm based on a dual-channel microphone

array and spectral estimation technique aims to suppress the directional noise and im-

prove the speech recognition of CI devices. A hardware platform was constructed and

the experiments were carried out in an office to evaluate the algorithm performance in

a real working environment for CI users. The experimental results indicated the excel-

lent algorithm performance for speech enhancement. For stationary and moving noises,

in orientations from lateral to rear, the improvements in SNR were 20 and 15 dB, respec-

tively. For the situation of ± 20° speech deviation and a broad range of noise azimuths from

60° to 300°, SNR improvement of >10 dB was maintained. Also, the speech distortion was

very low when evaluating the modulated signal in CIS processing. The proposed algorithm

is robust to mobile noise and signal orientation deviation and is applicable to the improve-

ment of the front-end signal acquisition and speech recognition for CI devices.
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